Management of scalp psoriasis: current perspectives
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Abstract: Psoriasis is a chronic inflammatory condition. The age of onset, chronicity, physical, and psychosocial consequences of the disease cause psoriasis to have a significant impact on patient quality of life. Scalp psoriasis is no different, and effective treatment results in an improvement in quality of life. Successful management of scalp psoriasis includes topical therapies that are acceptable to the patient for mild-to-moderate disease, and systemic therapies for recalcitrant or moderate-to-severe disease. The most effective topical therapies are corticosteroid products, or combination products with calcipotriol and corticosteroid. Newer vehicle options provide more attractive and pleasing products for patients and may improve adherence. The current perspectives for management of scalp psoriasis are discussed including available data for systemic therapy of severe disease.
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Introduction

Psoriasis is a chronic inflammatory disorder characterized by well-demarcated, erythematous plaques with thick silver-white scale.1 Affecting 1%–2% of the North American population, psoriasis is both a physically and psychologically debilitating disease, impacting on quality of life similar to cancer, diabetes, and depression.2 Although psoriasis can present at any age, major peaks of incidence occur around 20 and 60 years of age.3 Approximately 80% of patients with psoriasis have mild-to-moderate disease, with up to 5% of their body surface area affected.4 Importantly, psoriasis tends to run a chronic course with remissions and exacerbations. Successful management is dependent on a number of factors including patient education, choice of therapeutics, and adherence to treatment course.

Of those affected by psoriasis, up to 80% will have involvement of the scalp.5 Scalp psoriasis may occur in isolation or in conjunction with other forms of psoriasis. Scalp psoriasis is characterized by red, thickened plaques with silvery-white scale, either contained within the hairline, or extending onto the forehead, ears, and posterior neck.6 Importantly, scalp psoriasis can be a cause of great physical and social distress, with up to 97% of affected individuals reporting that the condition interferes in their daily life.7 In many cases, scalp psoriasis is associated with intense pruritus, and scale is commonly shed as dandruff creating significant social embarrassment for affected individuals.8 Moreover, scalp psoriasis can also result in alopecia. Although this is commonly reversible with...
appropriate treatment, increasing evidence links scarring alopecia with chronic, relapsing episodes of the disease.9

Several objective measures exist to help quantify the severity of scalp psoriasis. For general plaque psoriasis, common tools include the Psoriasis Area and Severity Index (PASI), the Physician Global Assessment (PGA) or Body Surface Area (BSA) scores.10,11 The most commonly employed tools for scalp psoriasis are modifications of the PASI: the Psoriasis Scalp Severity Index (PSSI), the Scalp-modified PASI, and the scalp PGA (ScPGA). Unlike the PASI, which evaluates disease severity on four distinct body surface areas, these indexes take into account erythema, induration, and desquamation of disease affecting the scalp only. Other instruments exist but are less commonly employed.11,12

There are also patient self-assessment tools that have been developed, including the Dermatology Life Quality Index as well as the Sculpdex, a quality-of-life instrument that addresses symptoms as well as disease impact.12–14 Together, these tools can be used not only to assess symptomatology, but also guide treatment choices and evaluate patient response on a variety of indicators.

Despite the vast array of treatment options available for psoriasis, psoriasis of the scalp remains a difficult treatment area. The presence of hair not only impacts the application and penetration of medications to affected areas, but also strongly influences treatment adherence. Patients commonly complain of the greasy effect of medications in this area, and difficulty removing products from their hair. Currently, topical medications are recommended as a first line of treatment in mild-to-moderate psoriasis but can also be used concomitantly with phototherapy, systemic or biological therapies for moderate-to-severe psoriasis. Topical corticosteroids, with or without the addition of the vitamin D analog calcipotriol, are the gold standard for the treatment of scalp psoriasis. Importantly, in recent years, there have been a number of new formulations introduced to the market (eg, foams, shampoos, and sprays) that enhance cosmetic acceptability and adherence. In severe or recalcitrant cases, systemic treatment should be considered.

Treatment of scalp psoriasis

Shampoos

Hair makes the treatment of scalp psoriasis especially challenging. Vehicle formulations play a large role in patient satisfaction and adherence. Shampoos provide patients with an easy, non-messy treatment option, either alone or in combination with other therapies. Few studies have evaluated the actual efficacy of these preparations, reporting shampoos have a modest, at best, effect on treating psoriasis of the scalp.15 There are some studies available that support the use of coal tar shampoo, containing 2%–10% coal tar solution, in scalp psoriasis;16,17 however, no double-blind studies are available to support this practice and many patients do not find tar shampoos cosmetically acceptable. Salicylic acid shampoo, due to its keratolytic effect, has also been used to enhance the penetration of other topical medications including corticosteroids, and has been recommended by The National Psoriasis Foundation as a first-line therapy.5 However, a recent Cochrane review of clinical trials on scalp psoriasis found no evidence to support the first-line use of a tar-based shampoo, with or without a keratolytic such as salicylic acid.18 Alternatively, clobetasol propionate (CP) shampoo 0.05% has been proven to be highly effective for scalp psoriasis. This formulation has been found to be both safe and efficacious for the initial treatment phase of disease, as well as maintenance therapy to prevent disease relapse once a patient has achieved remission with other topical or systemic therapies (see Topical corticosteroids).19–21

Topical treatments

Salicylic acid

Salicylic acid 5%–10% has a potent keratolytic effect. Salicylic acid is generally formulated in an ointment or mineral oil and applied for an extended period to reduce the hyperkeratotic scale characteristic of plaque psoriasis. In such cases, removal of scale can help with the penetration of adjunctive medications.5 Due to its formulation, patients frequently report difficulty removing the product from their hair; this can be circumvented by applying a clarifying shampoo to the hair prior to entering the shower to aid in removal of the product.

Coal tar

Coal tar has been used as a treatment for psoriasis for several decades due to its anti-proliferative and anti-inflammatory actions, and its potent anti-pruritic properties.22 Although crude coal tar is the most effective tar available for the treatment of psoriasis, the application of crude coal tar to the scalp presents a challenge. As such, coal tar solution or liquor carbonis detergens 5%–20% is frequently recommended, formulated as a lotion, or added to a corticosteroid preparation. Of note, the use of coal tar has largely fallen out of favor to newer topical medications. Tar’s malodor, adverse effects (hair staining and drying), and carcinogenicity limit its use, although newer studies challenge these findings.23,24 The use of coal tar in cosmetic preparations has been banned
in Canada and the European Union over concerns regarding carcinogenicity.

**Dithranol (anthralin)**

Dithranol, one of the oldest medications used in the treatment of psoriasis,\(^1\) works by inducing free radical production, thus inhibiting several aspects in the pathogenesis of psoriasis.\(^2,3\) Dithranol is commonly prescribed as a 0.1%–3% cream, starting at a low concentration and increasing as tolerated. Dithranol is generally indicated in patients with resistant disease, as treatments are generally provided at specialized centers or inpatient departments. This is another treatment that has been replaced by newer, more cosmetically appealing options.

**Topical corticosteroids**

Of all the topical treatments available, corticosteroids have shown the greatest efficacy in clinical trials for scalp psoriasis, and are the most commonly prescribed treatment.\(^5,18\) Given the importance of vehicle formulations in patient adherence, topical corticosteroids are now available as creams, lotions, ointments, oils, gels, foams, solutions, sprays, and shampoos. Several reports suggest that patients prefer newer cosmetically appealing options such as sprays and foams. Although some caution exists against prescribing potent topical corticosteroids for chronic use in scalp psoriasis, the scalp is relatively resistant to atrophy induced by these medications.\(^5\)

In randomized controlled trials, super-potent CP in various formulations has been shown to be the most efficacious topical treatment for scalp psoriasis. In a recent vehicle-controlled, randomized, double-blind study involving 81 patients with moderate-to-severe scalp psoriasis, 85% of patients using CP spray were clear or almost clear of their disease after 4 weeks of twice daily application compared with only 13% in the vehicle control group (\(P<0.001\)).\(^28\) Another recent study involving 168 patients with moderate scalp psoriasis evaluated the efficacy of once daily CP 0.05% shampoo. This study demonstrated similar results, with 42% of patients using CP shampoo found to be clear or almost clear of their disease after 4 weeks of treatment compared with only 2% in the vehicle control group (\(P<0.001\)).\(^21\) Continued twice weekly use of the CP shampoo provided continued benefit to the treatment group, significantly prolonging the time to first relapse, and increasing the total percentage of patients without relapse.\(^21\) Importantly, both studies stated similar adverse event profiles between the treatment and vehicle arms, with no significant differences in scalp atrophy, telangiectasias, hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis suppression or other adverse events. A recent Cochrane review found the most evidence for the use of CP in the treatment of scalp psoriasis, with four high-quality clinical trials demonstrating a combined 1.9-point change in participants’ psoriasis on a six-point global improvement scale (Investigators Global Assessment of Improvement).\(^18\)

In addition to sprays and shampoos, the foam or mousse vehicle has become popular with many patients. CP foam has also been found to be highly efficacious in the treatment of scalp psoriasis. One randomized, double-blind study in 188 patients with moderate-to-severe scalp psoriasis compared the use of CP foam 0.05% to both CP solution 0.05% and placebo. Following a 2-week treatment period, 74% of patients treated with CP foam were clear or almost clear of their disease, compared with 63% in the solution treated group.\(^29\) Another, more recent, open-label trial on 12 patients with scalp psoriasis used CP 0.05% foam twice daily for 4 weeks. In this study, the PASI score dropped from 5.7 to 1.7 (range: 0.2–4.8, standard deviation [SD]: 1.1) by week 2, and to 1.1 (range: 0.2–2.2, SD: 0.6) by week 4.\(^10\) The study is limited by small size and lack of a control group, but demonstrates the significant benefit that can be derived from the use of corticosteroid foams in the treatment of scalp psoriasis.

Although there are fewer trials to support their benefit, other very potent topical corticosteroids (eg, betamethasone dipropionate) and medium to potent topical corticosteroids (eg, betamethasone valerate [BMV]) were reported to have a similar beneficial effect to CP.\(^18\) The medium potency 0.12% BMV foam (Luxiq\(^\circledR\); Prestium Pharma, Newtown, PA, USA) was shown to be highly efficacious in the treatment of scalp psoriasis, and to be significantly more efficacious than BMV 0.1% lotion with enhanced penetration.\(^31\) In a placebo-controlled study including 179 patients with moderate-to-severe scalp psoriasis, 72% of patients using BMV foam achieved clear or almost clear status, compared to only 47% using BMV 0.1% lotion and 21% of patients using placebo foam or lotion.\(^31\) A cross-over, multi-center study comparing the foam to standard therapies had 210 patients complete the treatment period. Eighty-eight percent of patients using BMV 0.12% foam had complete or near complete resolution of scaling compared to only 66% of patients using standard therapies of corticosteroid or calcipotriol (\(P<0.001\)).\(^32\) Patients also reported that the foam was a more convenient formulation to use as opposed to standard therapies.\(^32\) Another trial on 79 patients showed that once daily application of BMV 0.12% foam was as effective as twice daily application for
4 weeks.\textsuperscript{33} This is important given that once daily efficacious treatment has a much higher adherence rate as compared to twice daily treatments.\textsuperscript{34}

### Vitamin D derivatives

Vitamin D analogs have been shown to induce dose-dependent anti-proliferative and pro-differentiating effects in the epidermal keratinocytes of psoriatic skin.\textsuperscript{35,36} Unlike the corticosteroids, vitamin D analogs do not induce skin atrophy, and so have become a regular player in the roster of topical therapies for psoriasis.

The efficacy and long-term safety of calcipotriol has been evaluated in a number of studies. One randomized, double-blind study of 49 patients evaluated the efficacy of twice daily calcipotriol solution (50 mcg/mL) over a 4-week treatment period. The study reported that 60% of patients treated with calcipotriol solution were clear or demonstrated marked improvement in their symptoms as compared with only 17% in the placebo group. The total sign score for scalp psoriasis (ie, sum of the scores for redness, induration, and scale) decreased by 49% in the treatment group compared with 19% in the placebo group ($P = 0.005$). Patients’ self-reports also demonstrated that calcipotriol was superior in reducing scalp flaking and itch.\textsuperscript{37}

A more recent open-label, non-controlled study evaluating the effect of twice daily treatment of scalp psoriasis with calcipotriol scalp solution (50 mcg/mL) found the total sign score for scalp psoriasis reduced from 5.9 to 2.5 ($P < 0.001$) over a 28-day treatment period.\textsuperscript{38} No further reduction in disease severity was observed with continued treatment for a total of 52 weeks, but the percentage of patients assessing their scalp psoriasis as moderate-to-severe had decreased from 72% to 21%. There were no significant changes in mean serum calcium, parathyroid hormone or urinary calcium/creatinine ratio.\textsuperscript{38}

Studies directly comparing the effects of vitamin D analog monotherapy with very potent or potent steroid monotherapy consistently demonstrate the superiority of corticosteroids for the treatment of scalp psoriasis. A recent analysis of such trials revealed that corticosteroids provided approximately a 10% improvement in average scores compared with calcipotriol on a six-point global improvement scale (Investigators Global Assessment of Improvement).\textsuperscript{18} In addition, vitamin D derivatives take longer before an optimal improvement can be seen, approximately 8 weeks, as compared with only 2–3 weeks for corticosteroids.\textsuperscript{39} Given the efficacy of both corticosteroids and vitamin D analogs in the treatment of psoriasis, it is not surprising that combination products have been developed and have quickly become a favored medication in the treatment of scalp psoriasis.

### Vitamin D/corticosteroid combination products

A combination product containing calcipotriol 0.005% and betamethasone dipropionate 0.05% (Ca/BMD) (Daivobet\textsuperscript{®}/Dovobet\textsuperscript{®} gel; Leo Pharma Inc., Copenhagen, Denmark) has been found to be superior to its individual ingredients with a fast onset of action, and with no reports of atrophy, striae, purpura, or significant changes in serum calcium. Head-to-head with calcipotriol, more than twice as many patients (69% versus 31%) had absent or very mild disease after only 8 weeks of use.\textsuperscript{40} Two additional long-term studies evaluating the efficacy and tolerability of Ca/BMD gel demonstrated similar results. In these studies, patients with scalp psoriasis evaluated for a 52-week treatment period reported absent-mild disease in 92%–100% of visits with Ca/BMD gel.\textsuperscript{41,42} In addition, this product has now been tested in the adolescent population and has been shown to be safe and effective.\textsuperscript{43,44} Due to the formulation of Ca/BMD gel, use of clarifying shampoo applied to hair prior to entering the shower has been recommended to aid in removal of the product.

This combination of Ca/BMD is also being developed into an aerosol foam product with enhanced penetration. This combination foam product has been proven to be both safe and effective for body psoriasis and currently studies are underway in scalp psoriasis.\textsuperscript{45,46}

### Intraleisonal therapies

Intraleional corticosteroids have been applied in practice, although specific studies evaluating the effects of this treatment regimen on scalp psoriasis are lacking. Anecdotal reports of their use exist, and in 2009, the US National Psoriasis Foundation recommended intraleional corticosteroids as second-line treatment for scalp psoriasis.\textsuperscript{5}

### Systemic treatments

Scalp psoriasis is not typically treated with systemic therapy unless it is required for recalcitrant or severe cases. Although evidence is lacking for conventional agents such as acitretin, methotrexate, and cyclosporine, a few clinical trials looking at the response of scalp psoriasis to biologic therapy and newer agents have been reported, either as sub-analyses or prespecified end points. Overall, scalp psoriasis does improve in conjunction with improvement of body psoriasis with all systemic therapies.

### Oral systemic therapy

**Apremilast**

Apremilast, an oral PDE4 inhibitor, has been studied in three Phase 3 studies. Two pivotal trials, ESTEEM 1 and ESTEEM 2, have reported significant improvement in scalp psoriasis.\textsuperscript{47} The studies included patients with...
moderate-to-very severe scalp psoriasis (ScPGA ≥3) at baseline. The study design included a 16-week placebo-controlled period in which patients were randomized to apremilast 30 mg twice daily or placebo. At 16 weeks, the percentage of patients who achieved an ScPGA score of 0 (clear) or 1 (minimal) was significantly greater in the apremilast group (46.5% versus 17.5% in ESTEEM 1; 40.9% versus 17.2% in ESTEEM 2; \(P < 0.0001\) for both).\(^{47}\) During the open-label period, all patients received apremilast 30 mg twice daily from week 16 to week 32. In those patients who received apremilast from baseline, 37.4% and 32.4% of patients achieved an ScPGA score of 0 or 1 (ESTEEM 1 and ESTEEM 2, respectively). Of the patients initially randomized to placebo who switched to apremilast at week 16, 43.6% and 50.7% achieved an improvement in ScPGA from baseline to 48 or 1 at week 32 (ESTEEM 1 and ESTEEM 2, respectively). By the end of week 52, in all patients who were PASI responders, an ScPGA of 0 or 1 was maintained in 83.3% and 62.5% of patients receiving apremilast (ESTEEM 1 and ESTEEM 2, respectively) and in 64.1% and 53.3% of those initially started on placebo and receiving apremilast in the open-label period only (ESTEEM 1 and ESTEEM 2, respectively).\(^{47}\)

**TNF inhibition**

**Etanercept**

The anti-TNF receptor fusion protein, etanercept, has the most clinical trial data supporting its use in scalp psoriasis. Etanercept was given in an open-label trial of 2,555 patients to compare continuous versus interrupted therapy.\(^{48}\) PGA was the primary end point and ScPGA was reported as a secondary end point. All patients (continuous therapy and interrupted therapy groups) were treated with etanercept 50 mg twice weekly for the first 12 weeks of the study. Subsequently, the continuous therapy cohort continued with 50 mg once weekly for an additional 12 weeks; subjects in the interrupted therapy cohort held therapy (if subject achieved PGA ≤2) until they lost response, at which point etanercept was restarted at week 16 or 20 and was continued up until the end of the study at week 24.\(^{48}\)

After 12 weeks of etanercept 50 mg twice weekly, the continuous and interrupted groups achieved a mean percentage improvement from baseline in Psoriasis Scalp Scores of 57.5% and 58%, respectively. Up to week 24, after the continuous therapy group remained on 50 mg once weekly, the mean percentage improvement from baseline scalp score was maintained at 57.6%, however the intermittent therapy group dropped to 42.9% improvement over baseline.\(^{48}\)

Also reported is a randomized, placebo-controlled trial assessing the safety and efficacy of etanercept for scalp psoriasis over a 24-week period.\(^{49}\) In this study, Group A received etanercept 50 mg twice weekly for 12 weeks, followed by etanercept 50 mg once weekly for 12 weeks (n=62). Group B received placebo twice weekly for 12 weeks followed by 12 weeks of etanercept 50 mg twice weekly (n=62). The primary end point was percentage change in PSSI at week 12.\(^{49}\) The etanercept group (Group A) had a mean PSSI improvement at week 12 of 86.8%, compared to only 20.4% in the placebo group (Group B) (\(P < 0.0001\)). By week 24, Group A had a mean PSSI improvement of 90.6%, which was not significantly different from Group B, which had 79.1% improvement subsequent to initiating etanercept therapy at week 13. Eighty-six percent of patients in Group A achieved a PSSI-75 at week 12, compared with only 11% in Group B (\(P < 0.0001\)). However, at week 24, the PSSI-75 rates were similar at 86% and 72% for Group A and B, respectively. There was also improvement noted in scalp surface area involvement, with a mean percentage improvement at week 12 in Group A of 84.6% versus only 14.9% in Group B. At week 24, Group A maintained this benefit at 84.8%, while Group B showed improvement at 75.4%. Changes in overall PASI improvement were consistent with the PSSI improvements and time to improvement was similar; treatment also provided a high level of patient satisfaction.\(^{49}\)

**Adalimumab**

Although no formal study with the anti-TNF monoclonal antibody adalimumab in scalp psoriasis has been performed, a sub-analysis of the Phase 3 BELIEVE study was recently published.\(^{50}\) Of the patients enrolled, 663/730 (91.3%) had scalp involvement. The BELIEVE study compared adalimumab with or without Ca/BMD ointment (applied to body, not scalp) in a randomized, controlled safety and efficacy trial. Patients with baseline scalp psoriasis had more severe disease and were slower to respond initially compared to patients without, but this was no longer significant by week 8, at which point the majority of patients had achieved a PASI-75 response and continued to improve by week 16. PSSI responses correlated with PASI responses. The median PSSI score in patients at baseline was 14, at week 8 was 1, and at week 16 was 0. By week 8, 75.6% of patients had achieved a PSSI response (PSSI =4) and by week 16, a median decrease from baseline of 100% (mean 77.2%; 96.9%).\(^{50}\)

**Infliximab**

There are no formal studies of the anti-TNF chimeric monoclonal antibody infliximab in scalp psoriasis. However, one report on the results from different body regions...
of the combined three Phase 3 clinical trials (EXPRESS 1, EXPRESS 2, and SPIRIT) showed that the improvement in head and neck psoriasis (≥75% and ≥90% improvement) was significant for infliximab 3 mg/kg and 5 mg/kg versus placebo. Improvement was consistent with the overall PASI responses in all regions.51

Another sub-analysis of the PSUNRISE trial, a trial evaluating the effect of infliximab in patients who failed etanercept, was done looking at disease activity within four designated body regions (scalp, face, nails, and palms/soles) as assessed by investigators using a 10 cm visual analog scale at weeks 1, 10, and 26. Improvement was defined as a minimum of 1.1 cm reduction from baseline in patients who had clinically active disease in all areas. The regional response rate was highest for the scalp at week 10, compared to other areas examined.52

IL-12/23 inhibition

Ustekinumab

The IL-12/23 inhibitor ustekinumab also does not have any formal studies investigating its benefit in scalp psoriasis. However, there have been case reports on the benefit of this biologic agent in recalcitrant scalp psoriasis. Di Cesare et al and Papadavid et al each present two cases of recalcitrant scalp psoriasis that cleared with ustekinumab by week 8 of treatment.53,54

IL-17a inhibition

Ixekizumab

A monoclonal antibody against IL-17a, ixekizumab, was analyzed in a post hoc analysis of the Phase 2 trial to determine the effect on scalp psoriasis.55 A total of 105/142 (74%) patients enrolled in the Phase 2 program had scalp involvement with a mean baseline PSSI of 18.7 (SD 14.1). At week 12, the percentage improvement of PSSI from baseline was 87.1% (25 mg), 94.8% (75 mg), and 84.8% (150 mg) compared to 30.5% (placebo). By week 20, a PSSI of 0, or clear, was achieved in 58.3%, 66.7%, and 86.4% of patients receiving ixekizumab (25 mg, 75 mg, and 150 mg, respectively) compared to only 10% in the placebo group. At the end of the open-label period at week 48, all patients were receiving ixekizumab 120 mg every 4 weeks, and 78% of all patients had a PSSI of 0.55

Secukinumab

Secukinumab, another monoclonal antibody against IL-17a, which was approved for treatment of plaque psoriasis in 2014, currently has a Phase 3b trial in progress for patients with scalp psoriasis. Approximately 94 subjects who have a PSSI ≥12, a modified Investigators Global Assessment of ≥3 and ≥30% scalp area affected are included in the study. This 24-week study has a 12-week placebo-controlled period and is comparing secukinumab 300 mg to placebo in a 1:1 ratio.56 Results of this study are eagerly awaited.

Other physical therapies

Ultraviolet therapy

Typical ultraviolet (UV) therapy, including narrowband UVB or Psoralen UVA (PUVA) therapy is not practical for the scalp. Modalities to enhance delivery, such as UVB comb, have been developed and tested. In one trial, 14 subjects were treated with a fiber-optic UV comb three times weekly for 12 weeks, with an area of scalp reserved as a control site. In this study, the treatment sites showed a mean improvement in the modified PASI score of 3.6, with a difference in mean modified PASI between the treatment and control sites of 3.9 (P<0.0001).57

Laser

Laser and light sources to treat scalp psoriasis are a challenge due to the presence of hair. One study used a 308 nm excimer laser, a UV light source with a blowing device to part the hair for optimal delivery. Of the patients enrolled, all had failed class 1 topical steroids along with many other topical therapies. A total of 13/15 patients completed the study and all acted as their own control with only half of the scalp being treated.58 After a mean of 29 treatments, there was a 4-point improvement in modified PASI between control and treated areas (P<0.0001).58

Conclusion

Psoriasis, including scalp psoriasis, is a chronic, recurrent inflammatory condition that has a profound impact on patient quality of life. Many patients report distress related to physical appearance as well as itching, scaling, and in some cases, alopecia. The mainstay of treatment is topical therapy, but this can be challenging given the location and hair-bearing skin. Adherence is an issue and newer topical formulations, such as foams and sprays, help to improve treatment outcomes by improving adherence. In those patients with moderate-to-severe disease who do not respond to topical treatments, systemic therapy needs to be considered.
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